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1 INTRODUCTION

We introduce Neural Dynamical Systems (NDS), a method of learning dynamical models which incorporates prior knowledge in the form of systems of ordinary differential equations. NDS uses neural models to estimate free parameters of the system, predicts residual terms, and numerically integrates over time to predict future states. It also natively handles irregularly sampled data and implicitly learns values of interpretable system parameters. We find that NDS learns dynamics with higher accuracy and fewer samples than a variety of deep learning methods that do not incorporate the prior knowledge. We demonstrate these advantages first on synthetic dynamical systems and then on real data captured from deuterium shots from a nuclear fusion reactor.

2 METHODS

We aim to introduce this model as a choice trading off between fidelity to our prior knowledge about the world and flexibility to allow the model to adjust for the inevitable differences between our modeling assumptions and reality.

We define a Neural Dynamical System (NDS) as a class of dynamical systems $\dot{x} = f_\phi(x, u, t)$ where a neural network is some part of $f_\phi(x, u, t)$, predicting the parameters $\phi$ or some other component of the system.

The following methods will discuss how to include ODE-structured prior knowledge in Neural Dynamical Systems: first in the ideal situation, where we know the correct system dynamics up to the parameters of the dynamical system, as given by $\phi$ in our definition above. As this is a highly ideal situation, we then point out two ways of relaxing to more incomplete information.

In all of these cases, our method has several advantages:

- Data Efficiency: by including prior knowledge we can learn accurate predictors with smaller amounts of data.
- Accuracy: in situations where the dynamics are difficult to learn, an approximate model can help predictions start from a baseline of accuracy that could be otherwise hard to achieve and may help the final model reach a higher end level of performance.
- Continuous time: Neural ODE models natively operate in continuous time. Data arriving at irregular intervals can be natively handled by Neural Dynamical Systems with good performance.
- Explainability: to the extent that the parameters $\phi$ are meaningful values like the Rayleigh constant in the Lorenz system and that our system predicts accurate values for them, we can interpret the predictions of the system through these parameters.

NDS with Full System Dynamics Consider a class of dynamical systems where $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $u \in \mathbb{R}^m$, $\phi \in \mathbb{R}^d$, $d_h, d_c \in \mathbb{X}$, and let $\theta, \vartheta, \tau$ be trainable neural network weights. Let $T < T'$ $h_\theta(x_{t_1:T'}, u_{t_1:T}) : \mathcal{X}^{T'} \times \mathcal{U}^{T} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{d_h+d_c}$ be a fully connected neural network which we call a
A schematic Neural Dynamical System. Blue boxes are fully connected neural networks. Grey boxes are problem data and output. Pink boxes are embeddings and intermediate quantities. The green box is the prior knowledge dynamical system. The purple box is data output by ODE solver to query derivatives. Naturally, the ODE solver is a black box.

A ‘history encoder’ that outputs the parameters of the system \( \hat{\phi} \) and an embedding \( b_h \in \mathbb{R}^{d_h} \). Also let \( c_\phi(x_t, u_t) : X \times U \to \mathbb{R}^{d_c} \) be a similar ‘context encoder’ for a single state and control that outputs an embedding \( b_c \in \mathbb{R}^{d_c} \). Finally, let \( d_\tau(b_h, b_c) : \mathbb{R}^{d_h} \to \mathbb{R}^{n} \) be a fully connected neural network, which we call a ‘fusion encoder’ that outputs residual terms \( \hat{r} \). Then we can set up the following dynamical system, which can be seen in Figure 1:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\hat{\phi}}, b_h &= h_\theta(x_{t-1,T'}, u_{t-1,T'}) \\
\hat{r} &= d_\tau(b_h, b_c) \\
\dot{\hat{x}} &= g_\hat{\phi}(x_t, u_t, t) + \hat{r}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( g \) are domain-specific ODEs which are the input ‘domain knowledge’ about the system being modeled. These can be equal to the true equations \( f \) and in the ‘full dynamics’ setting we assume they are. But as we remove structure from the model, we will first remove equations from the system \( g \) and then remove the assumption that they correctly model the dynamics. In order to more easily explain how we evaluate and supervise these systems, we give an example.

Example 1: Lorenz system. To illustrate the full construction, we operate on the example of the Lorenz system: a chaotic dynamical system originally defined to model atmospheric processes (Lorenz, 1963). The system has 3-dimensional state (which we’ll denote by \( x, y, z \)), 3 parameters, \( \rho, \sigma, \) and \( \beta \), and no control input. The system is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= \sigma(y - x) \\
\dot{y} &= x(\rho - z) - y \\
\dot{z} &= xy - \beta z.
\end{align*}
\]

For a given instantiation of the Lorenz system, we have values of \( \phi = [\beta, \sigma, \rho] \) that are constant across the trajectory. So, we can instantiate a history encoder \( h_\theta \) which outputs \( \hat{\phi} = [\hat{\beta}, \hat{\sigma}, \hat{\rho}] \). We use the DOPRI5 method (Dormand & Prince, 1980) to integrate the full neural dynamical system in Equation 1 with \( g \) given by the system in Equation 2 using the adjoint method of Chen et al. (2018). We use the state \( x_{T'} \) as the initial condition for this integration. This gives a series \( \{\hat{x}_t\}_{t=T'} \), which we evaluate and supervise with a loss of the form

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\theta,\sigma,\tau}(\{\hat{x}_t\}_{t=T'}, \{x_t\}_{t=T'}) = \sum_{t=T'+1}^{T} ||x_t - \hat{x}_t||^2.
\]

NDS with Partial System Dynamics Suppose we only had prior knowledge about some of the components of our system and none about others. We can easily accomodate this incomplete information by simply ‘zeroing out’ the function \( g \) for the components we don’t know, i.e. \( g_i(x, u, t) = 0 \) for an unknown \( i \)-th component.

NDS with Approximate System Dynamics For Neural Dynamical Systems to be useful, they must handle situations where the known model is approximate. This is transparently handled by our formulation of Neural Dynamical Systems: the parameters of the approximate model \( \hat{\phi} \) are predicted by a ‘history encoder’ and the residuals \( \hat{r} \) are predicted by a ‘fusion encoder’. This is the same as in the case where we have the correct dynamics.
**Example 2: Nuclear Fusion System.** In this paper, we apply this technique to plasma dynamics in a tokamak. In a tokamak, two quantities of interest are the stored energy of the plasma, which we denote $E$ and its rotational frequency, $\omega$. The simple model used for control development in [Boyer et al. 2019] is used in this work.

$$
\dot{E} = P - \frac{E}{\tau_c} \quad \dot{\omega} = \frac{T}{n_i m_i R_0} - \frac{\omega}{\tau_m}
$$

Here, $n_i$ is ion density (which we approximate as a constant value of $5 \times 10^{19}$ deuterium ions per $m^3$), $m_i$ is ion mass (which we know since our dataset contains deuterium shots and the mass of a deuterium ion is $3.3436 \times 10^{-27}$ kg), and $R_0$ is the tokamak major radius of $1.67$ m. We use the constant known values for these. $\tau_c$ and $\tau_m$ are the confinement times of the plasma energy and momentum, which we treat as variable parameters (because they are!). These are predicted by the neural network in our model.

### 3 Experiments

We aim to show with the following experiments that our methods improve predictions of physical systems by including prior dynamical knowledge about the systems, even as we vary the configurations between the most structured and more fluid settings. We show that our models learn from less data and are more accurate. We first present results on a pair of synthetic physical systems where the data is generated in a noiseless and regularly spaced setting.

Afterwards, we show NDS performance on data taken from several plasma shots on tokamak reactors. This setting is extremely challenging, as the physics community is still actively trying to understand plasma and tokamak dynamics. That being said, we still see a substantial improvement in prediction even though we use a simplified model of high-level summary measures.

We use $L2$ error as our evaluation measure for predictive accuracy as given by Equation 3. For synthetic examples, we learn over trajectories $\{(x_{t_i}, u_{t_i}, t_i)\}_{i=1}^{\text{test}}$ where the $x_{t_i}$ are generated by numerically integrating $\dot{\phi}(x, u, t)$ using scipy’s odeint function [Virtanen et al. 2019], with $x_0$ and $\phi$ uniformly sampled from $\mathcal{X}$ and $\Phi$, and $u_{t_i}$ given. We evaluate the synthetic experiments on a test set of 500 trajectories that is fixed for a particular random seed generated in the same way as the training data. We use a timestep of 0.5 seconds for the synthetic trajectories, which allows us to see trajectories that don’t reach their peak and those that start to fall for the Ballistic system and to get a wide spread of data on the Lorenz system (note the Lyapunov exponent of the system is less than 3 so in 16 predicted timesteps we get both predictable and unpredictable data [Froyland & Alfsen, 1984]). We believe it is important to look at the progress of the system across this threshold to understand whether the NDS model is robust to chaotic dynamics — since the Lorenz system used for structure is itself chaotic, we want to make sure that the system doesn’t blow up over reasonably long timescales. Lastly, the fusion data was measured at intervals of $0.05s$.

All of these models take 32 timesteps of state and control information as input and are trained on predictions for the following 16 timesteps. The ODE-based models are integrated from the initial conditions of the last given state, while the fully connected and LSTM models naturally handle the input and output data. The models are all trained with a learning rate of $3 \times 10^{-3}$, which was seen to work well across models. The learning rate was also reduced by a factor of 10 whenever test error plateaued for 10 evaluations.

#### 3.1 Synthetic Experiments

**Sample Complexity and Overall Accuracy** As we are interested in settings with limited data, we trained the dynamical systems over 4,000 batches of data. We generated training data on the fly for synthetic experiments, so the model only ever saw each training example once. We repeated this process with 5 different random seeds and plotted the $L2$ error of the model over the number of samples seen by the model in Figure 2. The error regions are the standard deviation of the errors over the various seeds.

As seen in Figure 2 the learning of Neural Dynamical Systems looks very different to that of the comparison models. NDS improves rapidly in comparison to the fully connected models in both the Lorenz and Ballistic cases. The NDS models with and without structure rapidly achieve good accuracy and then capture mostly incremental gains afterward. We see the NDS with partial structure
Figure 2: L2 loss between predicted and real trajectory as we train on more samples. The NDS models learn much more quickly and converge to much lower errors on the Ballistic and Lorenz systems.

in both cases perform slightly better than the full system. This is surprising to us as the partial systems have less information than the full ones.

A potential explanation for this is that errors propagate through the dynamical model when the parameters are wrong, while the partial systems naturally dampen errors since, for example, $\dot{z}$ only depends on the other components through a neural network. Concretely this might look like a full NDS predicting the wrong Rayleigh number $\sigma$ which might give errors to $y$ which would then propagate to $x$ and $y$. Conversely, this wouldn’t happen as easily in a partial NDS because there are neural networks intermediating the components of the system. This certainly bears further exploration.

The Fully Connected Neural ODE outperforms the other models besides NDS, which we posit is due to the fact that it implicitly represents that this system is a continuous time dynamical process and should change in a continuous fashion. We also conducted experiments where we added noise, looked at the accuracy of the learned parameters $\phi$, and irregularly sampled data in time.

Figure 3: L2 loss between predicted and real trajectories on the fusion problem as we train on more samples. The Fusion NDS outperforms other models, including a fixed version of the prior knowledge model and a fully connected Neural ODE. The initial drop in loss is steep, as is characteristic of NDS models.

3.2 FUSION EXPERIMENTS

We explored the concept of approximate system dynamics in a fusion system. The problem is a low-dimensional one: predicting the state of the tokamak as summarized by its stored energy and rotational frequency given the time series of control input in the form of injected power and torque. As we mentioned in Section 2, we have a simplified physical model given by Equation 4 that approximately gives the dynamics of these quantities and how they relate to one another through time.

Our full dataset consisted of 17,686 shots, which we randomly partitioned into 1000 as a test set and 16,686 as a training set. Data is loaded and partially processed within the OMFIT framework (Meneghini et al., 2015). We compare with the same models as in the previous section, but our Fusion Neural Dynamical System is as described in Equation 2 with $y$ given by Equation 4. As we discussed above, the dynamics in this equation are approximate. To illustrate this, we have included the accuracy of the naive dynamics with no learning on our data with fixed confinement times $\tau_c = \tau_m = 0.1s$ as the Fixed Fusion Model in Figure 3. We use a larger Fully Connected network with 6 layers with 512 hidden nodes to attempt to capture the added complexity of the problem.

Sample Complexity and Overall Accuracy When comparing the three points on the spectrum of added structure (i.e. fusion NDS, fully-connected neural ODE, and fully connected network), we
see that the Fusion NDS model performs best. Although the fully connected neural ODE performs competitively, it fails to reach the same performance. We speculate that the dynamical model helps with generalization whereas the fully connected network may overfit the training data and fail to reach good performance on the test set.

We also see the steep initial decrease in loss for NDS which is similar to that in the synthetic experiments. If we were more sample-constrained or wanted to learn over a specific subset of the data, it seems that these NDS models learn something useful even in the initial batches due to their system-identification-like properties.
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